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Abstract
Multilingual instructions generation has been
the object of many studies recently motivated
by the increased need to produce multilingual
manuals coupled with the cost of technical writing and translating Ihese studies concentrate
on the automatic generation of instructions
leaviDg technical writers out of the loop In
many cases, however it is not possible to dispense with human intervention entirely, for at
least two reasons First, the system must be
provided with a semantic knowledge base from
which the instructions can be generated Second, it is the technical writers who have the
expertise necessary for producing instructions
appropriate for a specific product or company
and it is not necessarily an easy task to make
this expertise available to a system The results of a requirement analysis stud} confirm
the view that the moat useful tool is not a
stand-alone writing tool but rather one that
supports technical writers in their task In this
paper, we describe Buch a support tool which
wc developed based on the results of our user
requirement analysis

1

Introduction

The automatic generation of instructional texts has been
the object of many studies recently, motivated by the increased need Lo produce manuals coupled with the cost of
technical writing, the time required to produce documentation, and the potential flexibility offered h> the automatic generation of instructions Researchers have concentrated on designing methods for integrating graphics
and text, e g , [Wahlster el at , 1993, Feiner and McKeown, 1990], and for tailoring instructions to the user s
level of expertise, e g , [Peter and Roener, 1994]
At
a more linguistic level of concern others have studied
various ways of realising purpose expressions in English,
"Thia work is partially supported by the Engjneermg and
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e g [Vander Linden 1993] and of generating appropriate referring expressions, e g [Dale, 1992] More recently there has been an emphasis on the generation of
multilingual instructions e g [Rosner and Stede, 1991,
Kosseim and Lapalme, 1994] The latter is not entirely
surprising since multilingual manuals are important not
only for European manufacturtrs, who are required to
produce manuals in the language of the end-user, but
al60 for other multinational companies whose overseas
sales are reporled to constitute over half of their total
sales Multilingual generation is also more appealing
than monolingual generation followed by translation because (1) the texts can be generated in several languages
simultaneously rather than waiting for the translation
process, (2) the underlying knowledge being expressed
in monolingual instructions can be used to generate instructions m different languages, and (3) generating directly from the underlying knowledge base can produce
more natural texts as the output text 16 not constrained
by a source text
Most of the prototypes developed so far are intended
to be used as stand alone tools leaving the technical
writers out of the loop The> assume that an underlying
knowledge base containing all the information necessary
to produce instructions (or documentation) is already
available to the generation system, or can be easily obtained However, this is unlikely in the near future Generating texts from an underlying knowledge base is indeed a very knowledge intensive task Furthermore, this
knowledge base must contain user-oriented information,
as user-oriented documentation is recognised to be more
effective than product-oriented documentation Such information concerns the goals of the user and the ways
in which the product can be used to achieve these goals
It is not always available from the design specification
of the product Consequently, it needs to be entered by
hand, a task which is neither simple nor straightforward
In addition, most companies have specific house-styles',
these are not always set out in the form of detailed and
explicit rules but tend to be tacitly learnt by technical
writers For all these reasons, the expertise of technical writers might not easily be embodied in a computer
system
Available evidence thus suggests that it would be desirable at this point to provide a support drafting tool
(as opposed to a stand-alone writing tool), recognising

that it would need to be integrated into the technical
writers' wider working practices Such a Lool would not
be intended to bypass the human authors but would
rather help them in their task by automatically generating drafts in several languages Our first step towards developing such a tool was to conduct a user requirements
analysis, identifying the wider environment in which the
proposed tool would be used Based on the results of
our Btudy, we have developed DRAFTER, a drafting tool
intended to be used by technical writers in producing
multilingual instructions Our current domain of application is software manuals In this paper we bncfiv
describe the results of our user requirements analysis,
present the resulting DRAFTER architecture, and, finally,
illustrate the system with an example of how a ttchnical
writer might work with D R A F T E R We give examples for
creating multilingual instructions for the Open Windows
Calendar Manager

2

T h e User Requirements Analysis

To study the technical writers needs, we conducted interviews w i t h technical authors, (mostly software documentation specialists), both ln-houst and fret lance The
discussions covered a range of issues from overarching
constraints of time and budget to the areas of the job
perceived as interesting, difficult etc The authors explained the succession and timing of the processes in the
documentation task, and their coordination and monitoring They also described the form in which the evolving document is represented the sources and channels
of information, and the tools and resources used While
lack of space prevents us describing Lhit stud} in detail
we present the main findings (Set [Power ft al 1991]
for details )

2 1

The Technical Writer's Tasks

Interestingly, we found that technical writers spend little time working on new texts
The greater part of
their work is updating existing documents
The notion of reuse is thus quite important Five main tasks
emerged from our discussions knowledge acquisition
document planning, composition, validation and maintenance These tasks are of course interleaved in the
production process
Knowledge Acquisition
Technical writers have to
work in close collaboration with designers and engineers
to gather and structure the information about the product or procedure they need to document This is done
by consulting the designers, reading the comments in actual code, and experimenting with prototvpe versions of
the new product The task of knowledge acquisition is
very difficult, and it occupies as much time as the writing proper The main burden of knowledge acquisition
is borne by the authors when they first encounter the
product, at which time they must construct a mental
model of the product from the end-user s perspective
Authors acknowledge that a formal record of this model
would be useful in documenting subsequent modifications of the product by the same writer or by colleagues
It could also be used when the same procedure needs

to be explained again but in a different context, such
as a different part of a manual However such a model
typically is not created explicitly
D o c time at P l a n n i n g Writers need to establish the
overall structure and purpose of the document
It is
widely recognised thai a task-oriented viewpoint is more
communicatively effective than a product-oriented one
f a k i n g such a viewpoint, a typical structure for an in
structional manual is to ha*e a short (about a page)
chapter for each self-contained task, broken down into
operations of about six or seven lines
Composition
Technical writers typically write several drafts of a document They aim to be effective communicators avoiding jargon and conveying their message in clear and concise terms Bv training and experience, authors become conversant with general standards
of technical writing (e g , the convention for distinguishing notes from warnings)
\lost companies also have style guides, formal or informal which further constrain the authors A style guide
might, for example recommtnd or even prescribe the
use of specific constructions and terminology A rigorouslv formalised style guide imposes a controlled language which is sometimes difficult and time-consuming
to master
Validation
Quality assurance mechanisms range
from informal proofreading by colleagues to formal reviews by committee Some organisations require their
writers to submit their output for critiquing by an automatic terminology and grammar checker This process
may be reptated over several drafts, depending on the
time available for preparation
Maintenance
A significant proportion of a writers
time is spent on maintaining documentation when
changes are made to existing products

2 2

Desiderata for a Support W r i t i n g Tool

From our discussions with technical writers and our understanding of their task, the following desiderata for a
Support Writing l o o l emerged
• Support for knowledge reuse by helping authors
create a formal model of the knowledge they acquire
As a lot of time is spenl in knowledge acquisition and knowledge is reused frequently authors indicated that they would welcome a tool that would help them formalise
their knowledge about the product allowing
t h e n to structure it in a consistent manner,
examine it later, and share it with colleagues
• Production of alternative formulations when
possible — As there are often several ways to
express a sel of instructions, the authors expressed a desire to have several drafts produced, from which they can choose the most
appropriate one
• Availability of early drafts produced simultaneously in several languages — The possibility of
producing drafts as soon as some mental model
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of the task is formalised would help authors find
out what underlying knowledge is still missing
to provide good instructions It also speeds up
the whole process
Propagation of changes throughout document
and languages — When a change is required,
authors would like to make the change only
once Modifying the same text in several places
is a tedious task, and it jeopardises consistency
Support for accurate and consistent terminology — Technical terms need to be employed
consistently within and between documents
even if these are produced by several authors
Furthermore, there are often constraints imposed by the company Authors would welcome
a tool to help them learn these constraints and
ensure that they are applied systematically
Retain creative satisfaction of technical writing
— A tool to support writers should automate
those aspects writers find tedious, such as revision and some of the rudimentary aspects of
composition (e g , consistent terminology and
syntax), and leave to the authors the tasks they
find interesting and challenging, such as structuring knowledge and expressing ideas

3

DRAFTER

Based on the user requirements analysis described above,
we have designed and implemented DRAFTER a software
manual drafting tool for English and French The overall
architecture of DRAFTER is shown in Figure 1 It contains three processing modules, which form two main
support tools
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• A n i n t e r f a c e for t h e t e c h n i c a l w r i t e r This
allows authors to specify formally the procedures necessary for the user to achieve their
goals, thus supporting user-oriented instructions It also allows them to control the drafting process
• T h e d r a f t i n g t o o l This comprises two major components the strategic planner and the
tactical generator The strategic planner determines the content and structure of the text,
and the tactical generator performs the realisation of the sentences The result is English and
French drafts of the instructions for the procedures defined so far by the author using the
interface
Underlying the processing components is a domain
model, i e , the main repository of information about the
domain
3 1

The Domain Model

The Domain Model, implemented in LOOM [MacGregor,
1988], is a collection of entities representing the information commonly occurring in the software domain These
entities include actions, states, objects, and a set of relations between them This knowledge, derived from a
study of a multilingual corpus of software manuals, is
treated as language-independent, an important requirement foT multilingual generation It is hierarchically organised, using the Upper Model [Bateman et al, 1990]1
as its root, and maintaining three further levels of structure corresponding to (1) the concepts and relations
general to all instructions, (2) those general only to soft1
T h e Upper Model is an ontology of distinctions employed
to determine how to express the concepts linguistically

of the knowledge base in tabular or graphical form The
author may, for example, view the relationship between
actions, methods and sub-actions as illustrated in Figure 3 There, we see the method the author has defined
for the action Schedule an Appointment (shown on the
left)
The method, Sehcdule-CM-Mcikod-Instancel, is
shown to have four sub-actions type the description of
the appointment, choose the start time of the appointment, choose the end time of the appointment, and click
on the insert button The two small squares under the
name of the method indicate that this method has a precondition and a side-effect, namely in this case the CM
Editor Window must be opened, and the appointment
just defined appears ID a list of appointments These
can be viewed {and updated) by chcking on the rectangle representing the method
The Knowledge Visualiser is fully integrated with the
facility to construct and update the knowledge base so
that the writer can trigger interface functions such as
editing or generating on ever} constituent of a visualisation allowing a parallel development of knowledge base
and natural language text
The Draft Text Viewer
After the procedures and objects have been specified,
text in French and English can be generated The text is
mouse-sensitive, allowing the author to access the knowledge base entry for selected part of the text In this
way, the author can modify the underlying knowledge
base while working from the text In some cases the
writer will decide to modify the generated text rather
than the underlying knowledge For this purpose, a text
editor is currently provided
We intend to develop a
more sophisticated tool that will constrain and record
this post-editing
3 3

T h e Strategic Planner

We use an existing text planning system that constructs
text by explicitly reasoning about the communicative
goal to be achieved, as well as how the goals relate to
each other rhetorically to form a coherent text [Moore
and Paris, 1993] Given a communicative goal the system finds from its library of discourse strategies (or
plans) 5 a plan capable of achieving this goal Plans typically post further sub-goals to be satisfied These are
expanded, and planning continues until primitive speech
acts are achieved The result of this planning process is
a discourse tree, in which the nodes represent goals at
various levels of abstraction {the root being the initial
goal, and the leaves the primitive realisation statements
5 It is possible that there will be different plane for the
different languages
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speech acts such as INFORM The discourse tree also includes coherence relations [Mann and Thompson, 1988]
indicating how the various portions of the text are related rhetorically
Some of the constraints imposed by writing standards
or house style concerning the structure of a manual can
be embodied in the discourse strategies, and, by associating several strategies for the same discourse goal, it is
possible to provide alternative drafts, as desired by the
authors
3 4

The Tactical Generator

We employ the KPML environment [Bateman, 1994] for
our tactical generators We have extended its coverage
in English to generate the types of sentences found in i n structional manuals, and are using the flexible environment it provides to develop a French grammar KPML,
a descendent of Penman [Mann, 1983], is based on Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL) [Halliday, 1978], expressing its grammar in terms of system networks The
rules dictated by the general standards of technical writing which are formally defined can be added to the linguistic resources available to constrain the general potential of the generators
The output of the strategic planner is passed through
the text plan interface which constructs statements
in the Sentence Plan Language ( S P L ) [Rasper 1989],
KPML B input language This interface takes into account
the discourse tree and the potentially different forms of
expression appropriate in English and French

4

Working with D R A F T E R
Example

An

Suppose the author wishes to generate instructions for
scheduling an appointment w i t h the OpenWindows Calendar Manager He or she mu6t specify the exact steps a
user must carry out This might be done by defining all
the objects the user will Bee in the Appointment Editor
Window (using the Drafter Window Description Interface), and specifying the method proper The author
can then ask for the instructions to be drafted for this
action At this point, DRAFTER calls the strategic planner with the discourse goal make the user competent to
perform the action of scheduling an appointment The
strategic planner builds a discourse tree, which provides
the deep representation of the text to be generated This
tree is passed through the text plan interface, and then
6"We are currently working to allow the specification of
the input to the generator to be at a level of abstraction such
that this interface would built the same structure regardless
of the language and the differences in syntactic realisations
would be dealt w i t h w i t h i n the tactical generator proper

formula 'il faut' ('one must') was chosen instead of the
more direct 'vous devez ('vou must )
4 2

U p d a t e and Re-use

Suppose the author decides that the specification of the
procedure for scheduling an appointment is not appropriate, and that there is no need Tor a precondition Instead of having to update the instructions themselves
(and risk inconsistency between the two texts) he or
she can simply change the underlying specification for
this procedure, removing the precondition The change
made, DRAFTER can be asked to re-generate the instructions in the two languages These will automatically
reflect the change, and the precondition will be absent
from both texts The rest remains the same
5

Summary

In this paper we have discussed DRAFTER, a tool we
have developed to support the technical author in the
drafting of multilingual software manuals based on a
user requirements analysis We described the facilities
which allow the author first to specify the procedural
knowledge necessary for using the software and then to
generate drafts in English and French and illustrated
them with an example In our future work we will be
developing additional tools to provide a richer drafting
environment and evaluating the system with professional
technical authors
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